
Clue SETTER ClueType Def Annotation
Condition of English team - overwhelmed by spin, sadly (8) Ramki Krishnan Container Condition EXI (English team) >> SADLY* 
In black and white, yet unclear ..could be a condition (8) Mona Sogal CD Could be a condition CD
Daughter, easily exceptional, overcame unknown reading challenges (8) Viresh Ratnakar Chanagram reading challenges D EASILY* around X
In which the reader is troubled by willful,wayward characters? viveca bhatkal CD CD CD
Wizard at last, easily managed getting by with difficulty in learning spells (8) Bhavan Chanagram difficulty in learning spells (wizar-)D + EASILY* << X(=by)

Renowned parfumier and former wife need outside help to get back together: it’s a communication problemBrian Dungate Charade a communication problem
renowned parfumier = YSL, former wife = EX, outside help to get 
back = AI ... D<, so D YSL EX IA

Raeding and wirting problem? (8) Chatur Vasi &lit All in one &Lit
Doctor laid sexy Anne Bancroft, say (8) SSv Avtaar Anagram Def. by Example (LAID SEXY)*
Circulating daily has top story and last article about unknown disorder (8) Neelima Rai Chanagram disorder (DAILY+S+E)* << X
Sexy lad sadly has one disability Faten Chanagram Disability (SEXY LAD)*<< I

Clue SETTER ClueType Def Annotation
Difficulty in reading Roman Law for people during indigestion (8) Kishore Charade Difficulty in reading DYS(-peps+lex)IA
Turned over this time, embracing deliriously sexily - it’s a problem to find the words ... (8) Brian Dungate Chanagram A problem to find the words AD > DA,  D(SEXILY)*A
I axed sly fox for poor spelling. Madhup Tewari Anagram Poor spelling (I AXED SLY)*

Trouble reading "Brave New World"? Perhaps use Huxley's third/fourth/fifth novel instead of top?? (8)Viresh Ratnakar Charade Trouble reading
["Brave New World" Perhaps] = DYStopIA, replace "top" with LEX 
= (-h)(-u)xle(-y)*

 Abnormal delays with side effects is,say learning disability santha ramachandran Anagram learning disability DELAYS* << XI
God, for dog, is probably this case of dignity - touching episode, essentially Alex adopting one stray (8)Ganesh Nayak Chanagram Def. by Example D(-ignit)Y S ALEX* with I \
Unexpected delay: six letters getting redirected (8) Ashley Smith Anagram Letters getting redirected DELAY SIX*
Dynasty' insider exclusive: Alexis manipulatively sending letters to the wrong places (8) Ashley Smith Chanagram Sending letters to the wrong placesD[-ynast]Y + ALEXIS*
Wild , daily sex leads to a cognitive disorder (8) SSv Avtaar Anagram Inability to read properly (DAILY SEX)*

Surprisingly Alex, Sid has unknown disability (8) Kishore Chanagram Disability (ALEX SID)* << Y
 Doctor Alexis had an empty dairy first for the disorder ( 8 ) Aashwina Mouli Chanagram Disorder D(-air)Y  ALEXIS*

School delays admitting team's reading disorder Sowmya Ramkumar Chanagram Reading disorder DELAYS* << XI

Indian designer  & former wife don't have no disability Ashit Hegde Charade Disability
DIAN << YSL  EX (In dian Designer & former wife) - N (don't have 
No)

Jnmdl3p m0rps, perhaps (8) Mona Sogal CD CD Jumbled words as example
Spell of trouble? Sowmya Ramkumar CD CD CD
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